
Become a volunteer!

Information about voluntary services with refugees



Dear readers,

You might have already heard about voluntary service schemes, which have existed in Germany for many 
years. Many people, mainly young people, use this as an opportunity to spend a full year doing something 
for a good cause. In youth clubs, hospitals, national parks, sports clubs and theatres: there are volunteers 
in many different fields, and they do important work. 

People who are seeking refuge in Germany can also volunteer, but many know nothing about it. Not all 
countries have volunteering schemes, and people there often don’t have any role models in their families 
or groups of friends who have done volunteering themselves.

This brochure should enable you to gain some initial information about the different volunteering  
schemes and encourage you to take part yourself. Should you require any further information, please  
do not hesitate to contact the institutions and the Freiwilligendienste mit Geflüchteten (Volunteering 
Service with Refugees) office.

Have fun reading!

Silke Hansen
Chair of Landesjugendring Brandenburg Trägerwerk e.V.
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Voluntary service 
was…
“…very important to me, 
because I helped refugees 
start a new life here, 
and I could share my 
experiences with them. 
Why should we wait for 
others to help us when 

we can help each other instead? For me, it was a very 
valuable experience and I am happy to have done it. 
It was worth more than money.” 
–  Abdulsalam from Somalia (Federal Voluntary Service 

at a refugee home run by AWO Berlin)

“…a very good experience 
for me.
I would really like to gain 
professional experience 
and improve my German 
language skills. It is also 
important to me that I 
gain experience in working 
with young people and 

social workers/carers, in preparation for my studies. 
My goal is to study social work. 
By getting involved in the Federal Voluntary Service, 
I also want to get to know society and work life in 
Germany. I want to understand how people work in 
Germany and what cooperation within an organisation 
looks like exactly.”  
–  Milad from Syria (Federal Voluntary Service at a clea-

ring facility for unaccompanied minor refugees with 
DRK Brandenburg)

What is volunteering?

Voluntary service gives people the opportunity to  
spend a year doing something good for society and  
the environment, and in doing so learn more about 
themselves and discover many new things. There are 
three different types of voluntary service.

Firstly, there are the two youth volunteering schemes, 
which are aimed at people aged between 16 and 26:  

The Freiwillige Soziale Jahr (FSJ – Voluntary Social Year) 
provides an opportunity to become socially involved in 
various different fields. This could be care work, and wor-
king at children’s and youth institutions, in sports clubs, 
and work with other associations and organisations. 

The Freiwillige Ökologische Jahr (FÖJ – Voluntary Ecolo-
gical Year) focuses on helping nature and the environ-
ment. This gives you an opportunity to become involved 
in alternative farming, nature preservation establish-
ments and even environmental associations.

The third type of volunteer service is the Bundesfreiwilli-
gendienst (BFD – Federal Volunteer Service), and includes 
both areas and can be carried out by people from the 
age of 16, with no age limit.

All three types of voluntary service are a form of  
gratuitous engagement. Volunteers are not workers. 
They are meant to get to know the work in the fields in 
which they are involved, and in doing so educate and 
orientate themselves.
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How good does my German have to be?
Whether you have to speak German and how good it 
has to be depends on where you are sent. It could be the 
case that you can start with good knowledge of another 
language like English, or only basic German. However, 
it is also possible that you must be able to speak good 
German in order to carry out your tasks. Before starting 
your voluntary service, it is necessary to speak to people 
from the place you will be working at.

What do I get out of voluntary service?
First and foremost, the chance to gain new experiences 
and new knowledge, including through training days. 
Training days will be explained on the following pages. 
You can also get to know more people, try out your  
language skills in a day-to-day setting, and improve 
them. You will also receive an allowance, but from a  
certain amount this will be based on other work. Your 
social insurance contributions will also be paid.

What does voluntary service mean for my residence 
status?
Unfortunately, voluntary service does not affect your 
permit to remain in Germany. Those who have to leave 
the country must also leave if they are volunteers. We 
regret this and we are striving to change it.

What exactly are institutions and places of work?
Institutions are responsible for implementing the 
voluntary service schemes. In other words, they take 
care of the applications and training days, they pay the 
allowance and answer any questions volunteers may 
have. The places of work are where the volunteers work 
and spend most of their time. They are supported and 
instructed there by the staff.

“…a fantastic opportunity for us and a huge step 
towards independence in a still very unfamiliar country 
we would like to call home.” 
–  Kiflemariam and Mulue from Eritrea (Voluntary  

Ecological Year at an organic farm and with the 
forestry office in Rhineland-Palatinate)  

Basic conditions

Who can take part in a voluntary service scheme?
Voluntary service does not depend on your residence 
status. Anybody in Germany who has a work permit can 
take part. Those who (still) don’t have a work permit 
must apply for a work permit from the Foreigners’ Office.
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How the seminars were for me:

“In the seminars I was able to discuss my experien-
ces with volunteers from other cities. At first, it was 
somewhat strange to be the only non-German in the 
room, but we got to know each other very quickly and 
we became friends.” 
–  Abdulsalam from Somalia (Federal Voluntary Service at 

AWO Berlin)

“For me, the seminars are the best part of voluntary 
service. I value contact with other volunteers.
I was very surprised to see that it is not just young 
Germans who volunteer, but young people from abroad 
as well, e.g. from Italy and Indonesia.
I have learned a lot in the seminars – mainly through 
projects with other volunteers – both in terms of 
content and methodologically. For example, I learned 
how to make a presentation.” 
–  Milad from Syria (Federal Voluntary Service with DRK)

“At first I was unsure about whether the training  
content in the seminars was for me, but I realised 
quickly that the topics discussed were exactly the ones 
that were important to me.”  
–  Belal from Syria (Voluntary Ecological Year at a measu-

ring office in Rhineland-Palatinate)

“During the seminars, I could involve myself and my 
culture actively: For instance, we cooked Palau and 
Ferni together”  
–  Mashid from Afghanistan (Voluntary Ecological Year at 

an organic farm in Rhineland-Palatinate)

Training seminars

During their voluntary service, all volunteers under the 
age of 27 take part in a total of 25 training days.  
These training days are generally put on in the form of 
weekend seminars. This means that volunteers travel 
together to a place for several days, where they learn, 
eat and sleep as a group. The topics covered in these 
seminars differ greatly and are often selected in  
cooperation with the volunteers. In any case, the  
topics refer to what the volunteers are involved in. The  
seminars are carried out by the respective institutions  
of the voluntary service schemes.

There are also training fays for people aged 27 and over 
who are taking part in a Federal Voluntary Service  
scheme. They are expected to complete a total of 12 
training days during 12 months of voluntary service.

The training days are counted as working hours, so no 
holiday leave has to be taken. The place of work has to 
grant the volunteers permission to attend the seminars, 
and catering and accommodation are provided by the 
institutions. 
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And after volunteering?

“It depends: I have a plan A, B and C. After seeking 
refuge in Yemen, I studied there and I would really 
like to continue doing so. I am also interested in 
completing an apprenticeship or course of study in the 
field of social work. Moreover, I am looking for ways to 
get involved as a volunteer, because it just makes me 
happy to give something back to society.” 
–  Absulsalam from Somalia (Federal Voluntary Service at 

AWO Berlin)

“The place I volunteered at gave me a permanent job 
after my volunteer service!”  
–  Morad from Syria (Voluntary Ecological Year at a 

research institution in Rhineland-Palatinate)

“After my Federal Voluntary Service I will take part 
in the “Bridge to Studies” pre-study programme at 
the BTU (Brandenburg University of Technology) in 
Cottbus-Senftenberg. I would then like to study social 
work, and possibly attend an interpreting course at the 
same time.”  
–  Milad from Syria (Federal Voluntary Service with DRK 

Brandenburg)

After volunteering

After the end of their placement, volunteers receive a 
qualified job reference. This initial work experience also 
increases their chances of finding work. They often have 
the opportunity to subsequently get a job at the place 
they were working. 
Voluntary service can also be beneficial for studies.

Further helpful information is available on the following 
websites:
Federal Office for Migration and Refugees
http://www.bamf.de/DE/Willkommen/ArbeitBeruf/
arbeitberuf-node.html
Federal Employment Agency
https://www.arbeitsagentur.de/fuer-menschen-aus-
dem-ausland

Vocational orientation with the Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research
https://www.berufsorientierungsprogramm.de/de/
berufsorientierung-fuer-fluechtlinge-1782.html
jmd2start - Begleitung für junge Flüchtlinge im Jugend-
migrationsdienst (support for young refugees at the 
Youth Migration Services) model project
http://www.jmd2start.de/
KAUSA service centre
https://www.jobstarter.de/de/kausa-servicestellen-100.
php
Workeer job board
https://workeer.de/
Planet Beruf
http://www.planet-beruf.de
Netzwerk IQ
http://www.netzwerk-iq.de/angebote/eingewanderte.
html
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Freiwilligendienste mit Geflüchteten (Voluntary Service with Refugees) office

This office was founded in November 2016 and advises institutions and voluntary service organisations on the 
use of refugees as volunteers. It covers the whole spectrum, from applications and legal framework conditions, 
to pedagogical matters. In addition, the office also advises young refugees who are interested in taking part in 
a voluntary service scheme, informing them about the basic ideas behind voluntary service. It is a nationwide 
office and can be reached using the following contact details:

Landesjugendring Brandenburg Trägerwerk e.V. 
Steffen Göths       This brochure has been sent to you by: 
Breite Straße 7A
14467 Potsdam
Tel.: 0331-62075-36
Fax: 0331-62075-38
E-Mail: steffen.goeths@ljr-brandenburg.de

The Freiwilligendienste mit Geflüchteten office is financed with funds from the Federal Ministry for Family Af-
fairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth, the Bündnis für Brandenburg organisation, and the Stiftung Demo-
kratische Jugend foundation.

Further information about voluntary service schemes

If you would like to find out more about the different voluntary service schemes, you can look at  
the various types on offer here:

Bundesarbeitskreis (Federal Working Group) FSJ:
http://www.pro-fsj.de/

Bundesarbeitskreis (Federal Working Group) FÖJ
https://www.foej.de/

Bundesfreiwilligendienst (Federal Voluntary Service)
https://www.bundesfreiwilligendienst.de/

Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth
https://www.bmfsfj.de/bmfsfj/themen/engagement-und-gesellschaft/freiwilligendienste
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